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Abstract
Human observers are not normally conscious of blur from moving objects [Nature 284 (1980) 164]. Several recent reports have
even shown that blurred images appear sharper when drifting than when stationary and have suggested different non-linear
mechanisms to explain this phenomenon [Vision Res. 36 (1996) 2729; Vision Res. 38 (1998) 2099]. We demonstrate here that even
though distortions of drifting narrow-band sine-wave gratings cannot be explained by linear mechanisms, these mechanisms may
have an important role in sharpening of moving edges. We show first that the effective spatial filter for a moving object that is
formed by a simple difference-of-Gaussians spatial filter and the typical biphasic temporal impulse response function can be
approximated by a combination of Gaussian filters only. When this filter is applied to moving, Gaussian-blurred edges, regions
of blurring and sharpening are found over the same ranges of blur widths and velocities where recent experimental findings have
shown them to exist. In general, that means that the output of the filter shows blurring in response to small blur widths and
sharpening in response to larger blur widths. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The human visual system integrates signals over time
(Barlow, 1958; Burr, 1981). Consistent with this is the
finding that sharp images undergo blurring in motion
(Pa¨a¨kko¨nen & Morgan, 1994; Chen, Bedell, & Ogmen,
1995; Hammett, 1997). However, several reports have
shown that moving, blurred images may appear sharper
than the same but stationary images (Ramachandran,
Rao, & Vidyasagar, 1974; Bex, Edgar, & Smith, 1995;
Hammett & Bex, 1996; Hammett, Georgeson, & Gorea,
1998). This cannot be explained by a simple camera-like
summation of the moving object nor by any mechanism
that serves just to remove motion blur. Some proposals
to explain motion sharpening have been presented in
the literature: Hammett and Bex (1996) compared the
perceived blur of drifting sinusoidal gratings to that of
static, blurred ‘square wave’ gratings before and after
adaptation to a missing fundamental (MF) pattern. The
perceived blur of a drifting sine grating was inversely
related to its speed. After adaptation to a MF pattern,
this effect was reduced. Hammett and Bex proposed
that motion sharpening may be due to an early nonlin-
earity that introduces higher spatial frequencies into the
neural image. Based on results on blur discrimination,
Burr and Morgan (1997) concluded that moving objects
appear sharp, not because of some special motion-de-
blurring mechanism, but because the visual system is
unable to perform the discrimination necessary to de-
cide whether the moving object is really sharp or not.
Recently, Hammett et al. (1998) proposed a quantita-
tive model that accounts for motion blurring and
sharpening. Their model is based on two factors: (i)
temporal integration that smears moving images and
(ii) a speed-dependent local contrast non-linearity that
sharpens the effective profile of moving edges. The
model fits well to their very representative blur-match-
ing data of two observers.
Nonlinearities are not a far-fetched explanation for
motion sharpening. The finding that the appearance of
a drifting sine-wave changes towards that of a square-
wave (Bex et al., 1995; Hammett et al., 1998) suggests
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that nonlinearities do exist in the visual perception of
moving gratings. This follows from the properties of
linear systems: when the input to a linear system is a
sine wave, the output is bound to be a sine wave with
the same frequency as the input, though it may have a
different amplitude and phase. The explanations of
Hammett and Bex (1996) and Hammett et al. (1998)
suggest that the nonlinearity changes the internal repre-
sentation of the moving object. In the explanation of
Burr and Morgan (1997), the internal representation is
a result of linear filtering, but the interpretation is
‘nonlinear’: the system is unable to make decisions
about the sharpness of the moving edge.
We suspected that linear filtering could play a more
important role in sharpening of moving edges than
previously realized. Even though the visual system must
use non-linear mechanisms to shift its operating range
to match the prevailing stimulus strength, the process-
ing of excursions around the centre of the range should
be roughly linear. In an earlier paper (Pa¨a¨kko¨nen &
Morgan, 1994), we showed that a model based on a
linear transform of the physical image of an edge to its
neural representation explains well blur discrimination
data of Gaussian-blurred edges for reference blurs from
0 to 4 arc min— the width is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian—and for velocities up to 8 deg/s. In our
model, the internal representation of the edge was
assumed to be blurred by a combination of two spatial
filters: a static one and a velocity-dependent one. The
static part approximated the excitatory centre of a
Laplacian of a Gaussian (or a difference of Gaussians)
filter and the velocity-dependent part the spatial spread
of the dominant excitatory (or positive) component of
the temporal impulse response function with velocity.
This model cannot explain motion sharpening that has
been seen with larger blurs and higher velocities than
those used in our experiment. We conjectured that the
inhibitory or the negative part of the temporal impulse
response function might be the add-on that could mod-
ify our previous model so that it would predict motion
sharpening. With its biphasic shape, the temporal im-
pulse response function has a band-pass behaviour.
Motion of the object spreads the impulse response
function spatially producing an effective spatial filter.
The velocity of the object defines where the pass band
of this filter lies on the spatial frequency axis. Thus, for
each blur width, there should be both velocities at
which high frequencies are removed from the edge and
it is blurred and velocities at which low frequencies are
removed and the edge is sharpened. Here, we design the
effective spatial filter, apply it to moving, Gaussian-
blurred edges, and show that, depending on the blur
width and velocity, it does produce either blurring or
sharpening.
2. Modelling
The motion of an object and the temporal impulse
response of the visual system carry out effectively a
spatiotemporal filtering operation that at any instant of
time can be seen as a velocity-dependent spatial filter.
The temporal impulse response defines the shape of this
filter, and the speed of the object defines how broad it
is. When we combine this filter with the static spatial
filter, we get the effective spatial filter, which shapes the
internal representation of the moving object. The sim-
plest way of combining the apparent velocity-dependent
spatial filter and the static spatial filter is to assume that
they are separable, that is, two separate consecutive
filtering operations or convolutions. We showed in our
previous work (Pa¨a¨kko¨nen & Morgan, 1994) that the
fully separable filter model performed very well in
explaining blur discrimination data, and to keep the
modelling simple, this model is used in the present
work.
Static spatial filters are commonly modelled by differ-
ences of Gaussians or by Laplacians of Gaussians
(Marr & Hildreth, 1980; Watt & Morgan, 1983, 1984).
If we blur a step-edge with a Gaussian filter, the profile
of the blurred edge has the form of an integrated
Gaussian. The typical biphasic temporal impulse re-
sponse function of the human visual system, however,
has been described by a model that is basically a
difference of two gamma functions (Watson, 1982; Mc-
Kee & Taylor, 1984). If the temporal impulse response
function could be modelled by a linear combination of
Gaussians, we could do the filtering or the linear trans-
form of the edge to its neural representation using
Gaussian filters only. This would reduce the calcula-
tions needed in filtering from convolutions to basic
arithmetic operations since, if a Gaussian is convolved
with a Gaussian, the result is a Gaussian with a vari-
ance that is simply the sum of the variances of the
convolved Gaussians.
To examine whether the temporal impulse response
function can be approximated by a combination of two
Gaussian filters, we fitted a difference of Gaussians to
the temporal impulse response function presented by
McKee and Taylor (1984). One should note that in our
temporal difference-of-Gaussians filter, the Gaussians
are separated in time, whereas in the typical spatial
difference-of-Gaussians, the component Gaussians have
the same centre point in space. We used a standard
non-linear least-squares routine, the Levenberg–Mar-
quart method (Press & William, 1988) in Mathematica
to do the fitting. Fig. 1 shows that the temporal impulse
response function can be well approximated by two
Gaussians. The fitting provided the following results for
the shape of the response: if we designate the standard
deviation of the excitory component by f, then the
inhibitory component has a standard deviation of 1.55
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f, and it is trailing the excitatory one by 3.52 f. The
area of the profile of the inhibitory component is 0.44
times that of the excitatory component.
Now, we could start building our effective spatial
filter from Gaussian components only. As the static
spatial filter, we selected a typical ‘Mexican hat’ or
difference-of-Gaussians filter in which the inhibitory
component had a standard deviation five times and
the area of its profile half of that of the excitatory
component. The selection of the spatial filter was not
crucial: calculations with filters having different in-
hibitory components and with Laplacians of Gaus-
sians provided results very similar to those presented
later. The standard deviation of the excitatory com-
ponent was set to 0.63 arc min, which was the esti-
mate of the effective static spatial filter for observer
RO in our blur discrimination experiment (Pa¨a¨kko¨nen
& Morgan, 1994).
As the temporal impulse response function, we used
the above presented difference-of-Gaussians approxi-
mation of McKee and Taylor (1984) data. The reason
for selecting those particular data was that in their
study, the overall lighting conditions and thus the
retinal illuminance level were close to that in our blur
discrimination experiment, and the shape of the im-
pulse response could be expected to be about the
same. The standard deviation of the excitatory com-
ponent was set to 6.4 ms. This is the value estimated
for observer RO from the same data set as the static
filter value above. The rest of the parameters were set
according to the results from the fitting to keep the
shape of the temporal impulse response function the
same as that of McKee and Taylor. It should be
noted that the estimated values for the two observers
of McKee and Taylor were 5.8 and 6.0 ms, confirm-
ing the similarity of conditions.
The effective spatial filter (ESF) was then formed
according to the equation:
ESF= (e+i )(se+si )
=ese+esi+ise+isi
where e and i denote the excitory and inhibitory
components of the apparent velocity-dependent spa-
tial filter, respectively, and se and si are the corre-
sponding components of the static spatial filter. ‘*’
denotes convolution. All the components are Gaus-
sians, and so is also the convolution of any two of
them, making the ESF simply a sum of Gaussians.
Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of the object’s velocity
on the ESF. In Fig. 2A, the object is stationary, and
the profile of the ESF equals that of the static spatial
filter. In Fig. 2B, the object moves at a speed of 8
deg/s. The ESF in Fig. 2B is much broader than that
in Fig. 2A, and its shape resembles the temporal im-
pulse response function. This is not a surprise— the
faster the object moves, the broader is the apparent
velocity-dependent spatial filter and the less effect the
static spatial filter has on its shape.
Fig. 1. Difference-of-Gaussians fit (open squares) to the temporal
impulse response function of McKee and Taylor (1984) (continuous
line).
Fig. 2. Effect of object velocity on the effective spatial filter (ESF).
(A) The object is stationary, and the ESF is the same as the static
spatial filter. (B) The object moves at a speed of 8 deg/s. Motion
makes the ESF broader and changes its shape closer to that of the
temporal impulse response function. The values on the x-axis are in
arc min. The peak value of the gain (y-axis) gets smaller from (A) to
(B), but the effective gain (i.e. the integral of the profile) is the same.
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Fig. 3. Examples of motion blurring and sharpening. The waveform
for the moving edge (thick line) is scaled and shifted so that the
maximum and minimum luminance values are the same as those for
the stationary edge (thin line). (A) Motion blurring: the effective
spatial filter is applied to a Gaussian-blurred edge with a blur width
of 1 arc min. When the edge is stationary, the difference-of-Gaussians
static spatial filter enhances the edge and produces a distinctive peak
and trough in the waveform. When the edge is moving at a speed of
6 deg/s, the effective spatial filter removes high spatial frequencies,
and the edge is blurred. (B) Motion sharpening: the effective spatial
filter is applied to a Gaussian-blurred edge with a blur width of 30 arc
min. When the edge is moving at a speed of 16 deg/s, the effective
spatial filter removes low spatial frequencies, and the edge gets
sharper than the stationary edge.
min, motion at a speed of 16 deg/s makes the edge less
blurred (Fig. 3B). In this case, the spatial frequency
content of the edge and the pass band of the effective
spatial filter are such that the filter removes low spatial
frequencies from the edge. To make the comparisons
easier, the estimated internal representations of moving
edges are scaled and shifted in Fig. 3 so that the
maximum-to-minimum difference in luminance is the
same for the moving and the stationary edge.
One should note that if we, for example, increased
the velocity in the case of Fig. 3B further from 16 deg/s,
we would reach a point at which the filter would start
removing more high spatial frequencies, and the edge
would get more blurred. For each blur width, there is a
velocity at which the edge is at its sharpest. We used
our model to estimate these velocities. As a measure of
sharpness (or blur), we selected the maximum gradient
of normalised waveform in which the normalisation
was done by setting the maximum-to-minimum lumi-
nance difference the same for the stationary and the
moving edge. This measure has a very high (negative)
correlation with the blur width value that we would get,
for example, by fitting an integrated Gaussian to the
edge region in the luminance waveform. This measure
of blur is also contrast invariant, in agreement with
psychophysical performance (Georgeson, 1994). By us-
ing this measure, we found out that a 30-arc min edge
is sharpest when its velocity is about 19.9 deg/s. Inter-
estingly, for a sharp edge or 0-arcmin edge, this optimal
velocity is 0.39 deg/s. This does not necessarily mean
that an edge has to be in motion in order that we could
see it at its sharpest— the fixation eye movements are
always present in our vision, and they may produce the
velocity needed to sharpen the sharp edges.
The filtering examples show that our model explains
the recent experimental findings qualitatively. The most
concise quantitative study of blurring and sharpening
of moving objects in the literature is that of Hammett
et al. (1998). They used a static test pattern and a
standard drifting pattern in a modified Pest procedure
to find the test blur that matched the standard. The
patterns were periodic, and their luminance profile was
a manipulated square wave such that the hard edges
were replaced by half a cycle of sine wave centred at the
edges. They measured blur matching data over a large
range of blur and speed values from two observers. To
find out whether our model could predict the experi-
mental results of Hammett et al. (1998), we designed a
Mathematica routine for producing estimates of blur
matches. The edge in our model is a single integrated
Gaussian, but the data of Hammett et al. are fairly
comparable to our predictions. A sine-wave edge with
half-period, h, is equivalent in blur to an integrated-
Gaussian edge or a Gaussian-blurred step-edge with
standard deviation, s, when h=s/p (Georgeson, 1994).
3. Blurring and sharpening
We applied our effective spatial filter to two exam-
ples of moving, Gaussian-blurred edges. The results
show that when the edge is sharp, for example, when its
width or the standard deviation of the Gaussian is 1 arc
min, the edge is considerably more blurred when mov-
ing at a speed of 6 deg/s than when stationary (Fig.
3A). When the edge is stationary, the effective spatial
filter equals the difference-of-Gaussians static spatial
filter, and one can easily see the well-known edge
enhancement effect produced by this type of filter. But
when the edge moves, the effective spatial filter gets
broader and removes high frequencies from the wave-
form, making the edge less sharp. However, when the
blur of the stationary edge is large, for example 30 arc
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As a measure of blur, we used the maximum gradient
of normalised waveform. Fig. 4 shows a matching
example: a stationary edge of 1.6 arcmin matches the
edge of 0.7 arcmin that is moving at a speed of 4 deg/s.
Fig. 4 also demonstrates that when the normalised
maximum gradients of two edges match, the whole edge
regions match almost completely.
Fig. 5 shows the blur matching prediction produced
by our model superimposed on the data points of
observer SB for standard blur widths of 112, 64, 32,
9.6, 4.5 and 2.2 arcmin from Hammett et al. (1998).
The overall agreement is good, but the sharpening
predicted by the model at velocities of 8 and 16 deg/s is
Fig. 6. Blur matching data of observer SH from Hammett et al.
(1998) superimposed on the predictions based on the maximum–min-
imum distance in the edge waveform as a measure of blur. The
symbols are the same as in Fig. 6. The predictions and the data for
two largest standard blur widths agree at all velocities.
Fig. 4. Stationary edge of 1.6 arc min (thin line) matches an edge of
0.7 arc min that is moving at a speed of 4 deg/s (thick line). When the
normalised maximum gradients of two edges match, the whole edge
regions match almost completely.
less than what the data show. For this reason, we did
try another measure of blur in the prediction. This
measure was the distance between the maximum and
the minimum of the edge waveform and thus between
the zero crossings in the first derivative of the wave-
form. Fig. 6 shows the resulting prediction superim-
posed on the data points of the other observer (SH) of
Hammett et al. (1998). At a standard blur of 112
arcmin, the prediction agrees with the data very well, in
fact much better than the model fit of Hammett et al.,
which overestimates the amount of sharpening. For
example, at 16 deg/s, the blur match of observer SH is
80.5 arc min, the normalised gradient prediction 98.7
arc min, the maximum–minimum distance prediction
80.3 arc min, whereas the model of Hammett et al.
(1998) gives 56.7 arc min. At low velocities, the blur
predictions based on both the normalised maximum
gradient (Fig. 5) and the maximum–minimum distance
(Fig. 6) are in accord with each other and with the
experimental data. At high velocities and small stan-
dard blur values, our linear model predictions are
rather poor when compared to the data or to the model
fit of Hammett et al. (1998).
4. Discussion
The simulations and predictions presented in this
work clearly demonstrate that simple linear filtering has
an important role in motion sharpening and motion
blurring. We produced our predictions by estimating
first the effective spatial filter for a moving object. In its
simplest form, this filter consists of one spatial and one
Fig. 5. Blur matching data of observer SB from Hammett et al. (1998)
superimposed on the predictions produced by the linear model.
Matching in prediction is based on the normalised maximum gradi-
ent. The predicted values are presented as small circles and connected
with straight lines. The standard blur widths are: 112 (), 64 (), 32
(), 16 (), 9.6 (), 4.5 (+ ) and 2.2 arc min (). The agreement
between the data and the prediction is good, except that predicted
sharpening at velocities of 8 and 16 deg/s is less than that in the data.
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temporal component. As the components, we selected a
difference-of-Gaussian spatial filter and the typical
biphasic temporal impulse response function of the
visual system. When we applied this filter to moving,
Gaussian-blurred edges, we found both regions of blur-
ring and sharpening. In general, we found increased
blurring with velocity at small blur widths and sharpen-
ing at larger blur widths. This finding is consistent with
recent experimental findings. The band-pass behaviour
of the temporal impulse response function is responsi-
ble for both blurring and sharpening.
When we compared our prediction to the experimen-
tal data of Hammett et al. (1998), the overall agreement
was good, but the sharpening predicted by our model
with the normalised maximum gradient as the measure
of blur was less than that of the data at velocities of 8
and 16 deg/s. When we tried another measure of blur,
i.e. the distance between the maximum and minimum in
the edge waveform, the agreement between the predic-
tion and the data was very good at the largest standard
blur value at all velocities. This gives indirect support
to the explanation of sharpening presented by Burr and
Morgan (1997): the variance of the luminance of the
midpoint of the edge over the temporal integration
period is much larger than that of the base or the
shoulder of the edge, and the visual system may be
unable to make any reliable decisions about the amount
of blur on the basis of gradient information and uses
the distance between the maximum and minimum in-
stead. The region where the predictions of our linear
model deviate most from the data and from the model
fit of Hammett et al. (1998) is that of intermediate blur
widths and high velocities. An explanation based on the
operating-range notion could be that the temporal lu-
minance gradients of these edges are so steep that they
are off the range of the temporal impulse response that
holds for the rest of the data. In this region, the data of
Hammett et al. (1998) are also somewhat ambiguous—
for both observers, the blur matching curves of 16
arcmin and 9.6 arcmin cross between 8 and 16 deg/s.
The overall consistency of their data suggests that these
are not just chance fluctuations. If the crossing is real,
it may be a sign of a shift in the balance of different
mechanisms affecting motion sharpening.
Our model predicts motion sharpening and motion
blurring in edges. It also predicts distortions of moving
waveforms that consist of more than one sinusoidal
component. It is likely that our model would explain
some part of the distortions in the perceived profile of
complex moving waveforms that Anderson (1993) re-
ported and explained with spatial frequency dependent
temporal delays in processing. However, our model
does not predict any distortions of a single drifting sine
wave. Bex et al. (1995) and Hammett et al. (1998) have
found that the appearance of a drifting sine-wave
comes nearer to that of a square-wave when the veloc-
ity increases. We confirmed this finding qualitatively
ourselves. The bright parts of a drifting sine-wave
grating look brighter and the dark parts darker than
those of the same but stationary grating, and the ap-
pearance shifts towards that of a square-wave. The
perceived contrast increase can be explained by our
model. The reasoning is as follows: a similar contrast
increase was shown at the detection threshold level by
Burr and Ross (1982). They found that the spatial
frequency at which least contrast is required to see
sinusoidal gratings decreases as their velocity increases,
but the peak sensitivity is identical at all velocities. Fig.
1 of their paper shows that the contrast sensitivity of a
sinusoidal grating of, for example, 1 cyc/deg increases
when velocity increases from zero to one and further to
10 deg/s. When Burr and Ross (1982) plotted their
results as a function of temporal frequency, the curves
at all velocities were very similar, showing that it is not
the velocity but the temporal resolution that sets the
limits for visibility of moving objects. This behaviour
can be explained by the linear temporal impulse re-
sponse function. Since linear mechanisms are contrast-
invariant, this explanation also predicts similar
behaviour at supra-threshold contrast levels. Could the
decrease in perceived blur then be causally related to
the increase in perceived contrast? Some findings sug-
gest this kind of relation. Bex et al. (1995) found that
the square-wave likeness of drifting sine-wave gratings
increased with contrast. If this relation really exists, its
mechanism is non-linear, and our model cannot explain
it. However, if our reasoning is correct, a combination
of a temporally tuned linear mechanism and a non-lin-
ear mechanism would explain the sharpening.
In summary, simple linear mechanisms do produce
motion sharpening and motion blurring in moving
edges. One of the major sources of these phenomena
seems to be the biphasic temporal impulse response of
the visual system. Motion of the object spreads the
temporal impulse response function spatially producing
in effect a biphasic spatial filter. The biphasic shape in
the spatial domain corresponds to band-pass behaviour
in the frequency domain. The velocity of the object
defines the location of the pass band on the spatial
frequency axis. For each blur width, there are velocities
at which high frequencies are removed from the edge
and it is blurred, and velocities at which low frequencies
are removed and the edge is sharpened. Linear mecha-
nisms can explain the increased contrast of drifting
gratings of low spatial frequencies but not the distor-
tions of sine-wave gratings in motion.
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